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MY REVIEW OF MUPPETS: 
MOST WANTED

Caroline Lopez,
Junior Editor

I’m about five minutes in as I begin to type this. I hate the muppets, but it’s Abbie’s birthday and she’s 
been begging for ages. I also hate musicals, so I’m in for it. My first gift -- an extensive musical num-
ber featuring a Lady Gaga cameo. And now we’re in Russia. Not sure how much more I have in me.

But alas, I must write. 

Ricky Gervais -- grating. Hate him and would much prefer the Amy Adams Muppets 
movie. Just found out that the Kermits got mixed up. Real Kermit is now trapped in Russia as the fake 
most wanted one. More singing! Lots of fourth-wall breakage from Mr. Gervais. Lots of politics. Phil 
from Modern Family is in this. French accents. Didn’t know there were jewels involved in this. Just 
looked away for a second and now Tina Fey is holding a gun, has a Russian accent, just said “gulag,” 
and Kermit is being stretched in every which way from every limb by dozens of Russian soldiers. 
More singing, this time in the gulag, by Fey.

Looked away again. Kermit is now in a gulag cell looking at a black and white photo of Ms. Piggy on 
the cinder-block wall. Best shot, cinematically, of the whole film so far. Ricky Gervais is conspiring 
with the Russian Kermit. This changes things. I think that might have been revealed a while ago.

Looked away AGAIN. Tina Fey just licked Kermit. I have to go to bed now.

HOW I EDIT THE BULLSHEET Caroline Lopez,
Junior Editor

InDesign. Open it. The Bullsheet from the previous day will already be there. Straighten up all the lines. 
Somehow the other editors move all the lines. I know it’s Carter because he edits the night before me and 
also has bitten some of my fingers off. 

Change the date, editor and deliverer, title, “Granville’s _______________,” and the number of the sheet. 
Wonder what to write. This time I chose this. Copy and paste into a text box. Change the title. Do this for 
two pages full of content. Change the photo at the bottom. Usually I just look up “gross photos” on Goo-
gle and see what works. Change the staff box question. I like questions with limited answers because I am 
scared of offending our staff when answers seem especially catered to their personalities. Change the bull 
quote. Usually a callback to something earlier in the sheet. Classic.

Export the file as a PDF. I don’t really know where it saves, just somewhere on the computer and I can 
somehow always find it. Open Gmail. Open the Sent folder. Copy and paste the email from the night 
before to the copy center. I don’t know how to write these emails alone. Then I change everything in the 
email and put a personal touch on it. Usually it has to do with tearing apart another Bullsheet staffer. Send 
it to the copy center and everyone in the Bullsheet.

That’s it! That’s how your favorite daily publication operates. 
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WRESTLEMANIA 40 MOST MEMORABLE 
MOMENTS

Tatum Thomas,
Wrestler

Yup, this past weekend was Wrestlemania 40, which means two full nights of the best sports entertainment 
WWE has to offer. As Denison’s leading Pro-Wrestling expert I’ll recap and give my thoughts on the most 
memorable moments of the night because I know for a fact everybody went out to whichever Greek Life “Tik 
Tok Rizz Party” was going on this weekend and didn’t watch cinema unfold in front of them with Wrestle-
Mania. This is the closest I’ll ever be to being Dave Meltzer so let me present to you, dear reader...

THE MOST MEMORABLE WRESTLEMANIA XL MOMENTS

Cody Rhodes Finishes his Story - Starting with this one because it’s the most obvious. Cody Rhodes finally 
beat Roman Reigns and ended Reign’s nearly 4 year-long streak as champion. The most memorable part of 
this match was when people like John Cena and The Undertaker came back and helped Cody. Plus Seth Roll-
ins coming back in his S.H.E.I.L.D. gear ultimately being the reason Roman lost is so poetic. 

IShowSpeed Gets RKO’d - Yup you read that right, Mr.IShow-
Meat himself got RKO’d by Randy Orton. One thing I can appre-
ciate about Logan Paul’s matches is the number of times a random 
influencer reveals himself to be the PRIME mascot and inevitably 
gets beat up. Watching Randy Orton bark at Speed before putting 
him to sleep felt like a fever dream. Shoutout Speed for putting on 
a show.

The Rock Goes on a Power Trip - Since Dwayne has become 
part of the board of directors within WWE in real life, bro’s fake 
character has been going on a power trip. One of my favorite parts 
happened Sunday when Rock straight up told the referee “You 
know The Rock, I don’t fuck around if you count you’re fired”. 
Imagine getting fired for doing your job, the poor ref was so con-
fused.

Senior Citizens Win The SlimJim Car - WWE and Slim Jim 
have a long partnership dating back for decades. Together they ran 
a contest that saw the winners receive two ringside seats to 

WrestleMania and a SlimJim-themed car. Before his match, we saw LA Knight give the keys to this bright 
orange and yellow SlimJim Mobile to a couple of senior citizens as they announced that the elderly couple had 
won the car. Old people have a great reputation as drivers, I'm sure giving them the keys to the SlimJim Mobile 
won’t be a mistake.

Guy Deep Throats SlimJim - It’s exactly what it sounds like

Drew McIntyre - Bro was on something else on Sunday. I don’t think I’ve ever seen someone win the Heavy 
Weight Championship the way he did. The Scottish Warrior put on a show from his entrance to the end of the 
match. From live-tweeting mid-match to doing a weird sexy crawl across the announce table to show CM Punk 
his new gold, everything he did was pure entertainment.

Priest Cashes In His Briefcase - They didn’t think he’d do it but Damien Priest cashed in his Money In The 
Bank Briefcase on Drew McIntyre and became Champion. This made Drew the champion for a total of 5 min-
utes and the phrase “Bi-Sexual Undertaker” trend on Twitter for about 95 minutes.

Travis Kelce’s Brother Helps Out Rey Mysterio - WWE’s attempt at bringing in the Swifties I guess.

Vince McMahon Gets Buried - Not literally but figuratively. WWE has made it very clear that they are in a 
new era and that era is being spearheaded by Triple H. Everyone from commentators to Hall of Fame inductees 
to new champions has made it very clear that Vince Drools and Triple H rules!


